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Introduction  

Allah loves the study circles and the Angels look for these study circles. Allah will bring mercy upon the 

study circles. Allah will ask the angels what are the slaves doing and they tell they are worshipping you 

and Allah will say get up and your sins are forgiven and changes into good deeds. So we need to be very 

pure and our intention to be good.  

We did the Zaatiya and failia for the MuqqadiM and muakhir. So if you are truthful to Allah then you will 

come forward and first but if you sin then you will be backward. Allah wants us all to go to paradise and 

that can be achieved only with truthfulness. So it’s very important to be truthful to Allah. You can reach 

to the level of mutawaiqileen that depend on Allah. So it’s in our hands to be forward or delay ourselves.  

Men are ordered to go in masjid to pray so now who comes at what time depends on us. The first row is 

best for them and so who reaches first will be forward and then you will be forward in other deeds. If 

you delay the salah and reach late then they will get delayed in other good deeds too. if you want to go 

to paradise then you need to be forward. We need to evaluate our relationships with people too in 

order to improve ourselves.  

 

We will study today what the ulema say about the name Al Muqqadim Al Muakhir. 

1) Al Hulaymi said Al Muqqadim is Muti’ is that there are different ranks like Mutaqeen, sidiqeeen 

or shuhadaa. He is talking about the top ranks and the highest titles. Only Allah decides which 

title you will be get. You want to be sidiqeen then you need to be truthful and then Allah will 

decide the title for you. You need to act according to the title you want. It’s not about wishes 

rather it’s about actions. Don’t say I want to read Quran I want to do aetekaaf this is wrong just 

do it and don’t talk about it. This is how Allah made you forward by giving you these titiles and 

showing you the way of achieving these titles. Allah will give you a push if you want to get these 

titles with sincerity. If I am not honest or serious about islam then Allah will replace us. Allah will 

give you the highest ranks if you work towards them. Allah will push you if you work for it. Allah 

is able to bring you from the lowest rank to the highest when He wishes and if you are truthful. 

The magicians that were doing the biggest sins and they were doing the worst sin but as soon as 

they went in sujood and were on highest rank with truthfulness. Allah brings people forward or 

backward depending on their actions and ways.  

2) Another scholar says that Al Muqqadim will bring the means forward. If you want to be 

sideeqeen then Allah will bring the teachers close to him and the means of getting the right 

knowledge in front of him. If you are truthful and you want to give sadaqah then people will 

bring people who will need your help so that you do sadaqah to them. Allah also tests you 

whether you are truthful in your claim that I will give sadaqah. If you are honest with yourself 

Allah will bring the situation forward. When Allah brings something forward it is fair and just. 

Whatever comes to you is the best time for you, don’t curse the time or decree or the weather. 

Whoever is deserving to be proceeded in Deen Allah will bring them forward. Allah knows who 

is in which position and whether they should come forward or late. This is for dunya and 

akhirah, if someone is leader then they are deserving to be the leader. Allah knows who 



deserves what but for deen it depends on your action and your want for truth whether you seek 

the truth and you want to know more and implement then Allah will bring the means to you. If 

opportunities come in front of you then just do it and don’t delay it. 

3) Another explanation is that He is the one who is placing every matter in its place. Rain comes at 

its appointed time, the people are placed according to His being Muqqadim or Muakhir. No one 

can bring forward or delay things if Allah doesn’t want. Allah will bring forward whatever He 

wills. Sometimes we want things to happen quickly but Allah doesn’t want so they get delayed. 

Allah will show you this with your experience that things don’t go according to your will.  

4) Allah Al Muqqadim is what make forward the Decree that was before the people. In decree if we 

get delayed then we get frustrated but if we get delay in deen we don’t get frustrated and we 

don’t get sad for getting late in deen. Amr ibn Al Aas was very intelligent and Nabi (Salleho 

alehewassalm) asked him why did you accept islam so late as you werr intelligent you must have 

accepted it early. This shows that intelligence should make us go forward. Allah Al Muqqadim so 

don’t be jealous of people who are ahead of you. There are people who are Sabikeen that is the 

first ones so if you work for it Allah will give you. Everybody wants to do good but not everyone 

is doing good. Those who speak too much but their amal is less. Mumineen doesn’t talk much 

and they do a lot. Munafiqeen don’t go to the battle as they are not serious and they were 

discouraged and they didn’t have any feelings to go to the war. As they were not serious so 

something happens and discouraged. If you are serious in getting your emaan a boost and you 

really want it Allah will surely give it but if you take it lightly and not care about it them Allah will 

discourage you more. So you are the one to cause delay in good. If someone is sinner and they 

say I will ask forgiveness and they are not very serious about it then they will get delayed in 

everything. This is the power of Allah that no one can interrupt with. 


